Choose your Program Taught in English, the online catalog:

→ More than 1600 programs
→ All levels and disciplines
  Bachelor, Master, Summer and Short Courses....
→ Study entirely or partly in English,
  Depending on your proficiency in French

taughtie.campusfrance.org
Start out in English, your French will improve as well. While studying in France, you’ll appreciate:

→ The **cultural advantages** of fluency in the French language

→ The access French gives you to the **world’s francophone countries**

→ The possibility of a **career with one of the many French multinational companies** that operate worldwide.

French is not a requirement!

Select as many criteria as needed to find the program that fits you best.
For each program, you’ll find:

→ A description: **name, status and duration** as well as the **level reached or the degree obtained**

→ The geographic location of the program

→ The detailed **objectives**

→ The admission **requirements**: academic level, English and French proficiency, tuition fees

1650 programs, with more added every day

85% taught **entirely in English**

78% at the Master’s level

“Business and Management”, “Engineering and Technology” and “Sciences, Environment, Health Science” are fields with especially ample offerings
CAMPUS FRANCE: ON THE WEB, AROUND THE WORLD, AND RIGHT NEXT DOOR

→ campusfrance.org has everything you need to choose a program of study in France.

→ nearly 260 offices in more than 120 countries provide personal support and assistance.

→ The France Alumni network enables graduates to stay in touch with France after completing their studies.

EVEN MORE INFORMATION FROM CAMPUS FRANCE

→ Fileds of study, degrees, scientific research disciplines: detailed information on French higher education.

→ Introduction to institutions, reception arrangements by institutions, including institutions labelled “Welcome to France”: descriptions of the institutions and their student-support services.

Campusfrance.org/en>Resources center